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CPG Network Optimization for a Biomimetic Robotic Fish via PSO
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Abstract— In this brief, we investigate the parameter optimization
issue of a central pattern generator (CPG) network governed forward
and backward swimming for a fully untethered, multijoint biomimetic
robotic fish. Considering that the CPG parameters are tightly linked to
the propulsive performance of the robotic fish, we propose a method
for determination of relatively optimized control parameters. Within
the framework of evolutionary computation, we use a combination of
dynamic model and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to seek
the CPG characteristic parameters for an enhanced performance. The
PSO-based optimization scheme is validated with extensive experiments
conducted on the actual robotic fish. Noticeably, the optimized results
are shown to be superior to previously reported forward and backward
swimming speeds.

Index Terms— Central pattern generator (CPG), neurodynamic
systems, parameter optimization, robotic fish.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Biorobotics research has received increasing attention in recent
years, where robots have been either applied to address specific
biological questions or to improve the traditional mechatronic
systems [1], [2]. Inspired by the speed, efficiency, and agility of
biological fish, different types of fishlike robots termed robotic
fish have been developed [3]–[6]. Instead of using propellers,
a robotic fish usually achieves propulsion and maneuvers through
movements of body and/or finlike appendages. Besides serving as
a testbed for studying fish swimming, robotic fish holds great
promise for a variety of underwater applications such as underwater exploration, patrol, aquatic monitoring, and mobile sensing.
Despite their appeal, current robotic fish is still far inferior to
their biological counterparts in terms of speed and maneuverability,
demanding further research into swimming mechanisms and control
methods.
Recently, central pattern generators (CPGs) are increasingly used
to control the rhythmic movements such as legged walking, crawling,
flying, and swimming in robotics [7], [8]. Biological CPGs are
dedicated neural networks located in the spinal cord, which have
the capability of producing coordinated patterns of rhythmic activity,
such as respiration, chewing, or leg movement during walking.
In particular, CPGs can produce rhythmic signals without any
rhythmic inputs from sensory feedback or higher control centers.
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In addition, CPGs have strong robustness, good adaptability, and
easily adjustable output signals. These fascinating features make
CPGs suitable for locomotion control of robots with multiple joints
or DOFs and even of hyperredundant robots [8].
As a specific application case, the CPG-based control is widely
used to generate fishlike swimming for various robotic fish [9]–[11].
Compared with the traditional fish body wave fitting method, CPGs as
online gait generators simply alter the characteristics of output signals
and maintain smooth and continuous even if parameters are abruptly
altered. Therefore, the CPGs are well suited to implement versatile
swimming patterns such as forward swimming, backward swimming,
and turning [12], [13]. Unfortunately, almost all CPGs involve several
differential equations with many uncertain parameters, requiring the
user to choose the values of parameters heuristically to achieve good
performance. Moreover, relatively large number of optimization parameters indicating a multiobjective optimization should be properly
tackled. In this sense, how to tune and modulate the CPG parameters
to generate optimal patterns for robotic fish is still challenging.
For instance, Wang et al. [14] proposed a method to determine
the CPG parameters through discretizing the fish body equations.
Jeong et al. [15] used particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
to seek CPG parameters so as to minimize the difference between the
desired traveling wave and the link flapping wave forms of the robotic
fish. Hu et al. [16] presented a learning method to attain the desired
signals through designing the learning rules for intrinsic frequency,
coupling weight, and amplitude of the CPGs. Niu et al. [17] presented
a locomotion learning method for an anguilliform robotic fish based
on CPGs through extracting the swimming pattern from a real fish.
Although steady forward swimming governed by the artificial CPGs
has been extensively investigated, the simultaneous optimization and
comparison of both forward and backward swimming on the same
robotic platform were rarely tackled.
This brief, on the basis of our previous work about the
CPG-governed swimming modeling and control [18], [19], aims at
offering a CPG network optimization method to directly maximize
both forward and backward swimming speeds, rather than to optimize
the traveling wave [15]. In particular, a relatively accurate dynamic
model is first developed to guide the selection of control parameters
and the search of suitable swimming patterns. Then, the standard
PSO algorithm [20] with several chaos random disturbances is
exploited to refine the feature parameters of the CPG network. Finally,
the formed optimization schemes are extensively validated on the real
robot. The specific contribution made, here, is that the integration of
dynamic model and PSO algorithm fairly facilitates the CPG network
optimization, thereby greatly enhancing both forward and backward
swimming performance. Compared with the previous research on
PSO-based CPG control [21], a hybrid use of dynamic model and
PSO is proposed and a higher maximum swimming speed of over
1.15 BL/s (body length per second) is resulted. As opposed to the
reported robotic fish whose maximum backward swimming speeds
were around 0.092 BL/s [22] and 0.16 BL/s [23], the robot presented
here with a top backward swimming speed of 0.51 BL/s is far
superior, revealing that the backward swimming ability of robotic
fish can be greatly capitalized on.
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The remainder of this brief is organized as follows. We start
by offering an overview of the dynamic modeling and the
CPG-based locomotion control for the robotic fish in Section II.
We then proceed to develop the PSO-based parameter optimization
method for the CPG network in Section III. Testing results and
discussion are provided in Section IV. Finally, Section V gives some
concluding remarks.
II. DYNAMIC M ODELING AND L OCOMOTION C ONTROL
A. Dynamic Modeling of Robotic Fish
Most fish generate thrust by undulating their bodies or caudal fins
to transfer momentum to the surrounding water. In particular, the
fish bend their bodies into a backward traveling wave which extends
from the nose to the caudal fin with varying amplitude along the
traveling path. In this context, many approaches and ideas have been
developed to replicate fishlike swimming. For the sake of simplicity,
a robotic fish can be considered as a three-part propulsion system,
i.e., a stiff anterior body, a flexible posterior body, and an oscillating
lunate caudal fin. In particular, the well-streamlined rigid anterior
body is passively sideslipped to some extent, while the flexible
posterior body composed of many segments (or links) takes on lateral
oscillating movements. The most widely used kinematic model of fish
swimming is Lighthill’s fish body-wave equation [24]
Ybody (X, t) = (c1 X + c2 X 2 ) sin(k X + t)

(1)

where Ybody denotes the transverse displacement along the lateral
direction of the fish body, X indicates the displacement along the
main axis, c1 and c2 are applied to adjust the specific amplitude
envelope of the entire fish body, which can be obtained from
the behaviors of real fish; k represents the body wave number
(k = 2π/λ), λ is the body wave length, and  decides the body
wave frequency.
Without loss of generality, suppose that the robotic fish has n links
including the stiff anterior part (the 0th link) and the caudal fin
(the n − 1th link). Based on the generalized active forces and
generalized inertia forces on this n-link mechanism, we can obtain
the dynamic equations using the Kane’s method. Please refer to [18]
for more details
K inr + K Ar + Q r = 0 (r = 0, . . . , n + 2)

(2)

where K inr denotes the generalized inertia forces of the propulsion
system, K Ar indicates the generalized inertia forces due to the added
mass for the entire system, and Q r stands for the generalized active
forces.
Once the kinematics of the robotic fish is determined, we
can numerically evaluate its dynamic performance by solving the
well-configured dynamic equations (2). That is, simulation results
including the velocities in the X- and Y -axes, the angular velocity of
the fish head, as well as corresponding trajectories can be yielded.
However, it is intractable to construct an accurate dynamic model
of fishlike swimming owing to complicated, nonlinear, and unsteady
flow characteristics [25]. We remark that this brief is not an attempt
to control fishlike swimming in a dynamic model manner, but in
a bioinspired CPG model manner.
B. CPG-Based Locomotion Control
To achieve flexible fishlike locomotion, a heuristic approach
is to mimic swimming kinematics (1) through fish body wave
fitting. However, this body wave-based swimming control should be
appropriately discretized and parameterized for a specific swimming
pattern. Furthermore, the swimming stability of a desired pattern
and the smooth transition between two different patterns are hardly
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guaranteed, particularly when a perturbation occurs unexpectedly in
the course of a movement. Therefore, other alternatives should be
sought to ensure stability and smoothness of fishlike swimming.
Inspired by the lamprey, an eellike fish whose propulsion is governed
by activity in its spinal neural network, some CPG-based models
have been proposed to generate fishlike swimming [8]. As an
online gait generator, the CPG network certainly possesses several
appealing properties for the control of locomotion in robotic fish. For
instance, CPGs typically generate smooth modulations of multimodal
locomotion even when the control parameters are suddenly changed.
Meanwhile, CPGs have outstanding quality of distributed control,
especially for the robotic fish with many oscillating links [7].
Before building an artificial CPG controller, a suitable CPG control
model should be decided. In this brief, Hopf oscillator, which is
commonly used as the dynamic model of engineered CPGs, is
adopted. A prominent merit is its limit cycle which is stable against
small perturbations, together with the intrinsic synchronization
property. Besides, there are explicit parameters related to the oscillator’s frequency and amplitude, which are important characteristics to
determine the swimming performance of a robotic fish. Therefore, we
can shape the output through modulating corresponding parameters
with ease. The dynamics of the Hopf oscillator is described by the
following differential equations:
⎧
⎨ẋ = −ωy + x(m − x 2 − y 2 )
(3)
⎩ ẏ = ωx + y(m − x 2 − y 2 )
where x and y denote the state variables of the oscillator.
ω and m stand for the intrinsic oscillation frequency and amplitude,
respectively.
As a general rule, the phase is crucial to understand synchronization behavior. The sensitivity of the phase on perturbations
can be analyzed by examining the form of the limit cycle. Within
this framework, a method to predict phase relationships between
coupled phase oscillators is formulated by introducing a coupling
matrix (Q) and a rotation matrix (R) [26]. Following this idea, we add
a perturbation term (Pi ) to our CPG model:




xi−1
xi+1
+ h 2 Q 2 R2
Pi = h 1 Q 1 R1
yi−1
yi+1


h 1 xi−1 cos ϕi + h 1 yi−1 sin ϕi
=
(4)
h 2 xi+1 sin ϕi+1 + h 2 yi+1 cos ϕi+1
where h 1 and h 2 are coupling weights that regulate the speed of
convergence, Q 1 and Q 2 are the coupling matrices, R1 and R2 are
the rotation matrices, ϕi means the phase difference between the
i − 1th and ith oscillators, and here




1 0
cos ϕi
sin ϕi
; R1 =
Q1 =
0 0
− sin ϕi cos ϕi




0 0
cos ϕi+1 − sin ϕi+1
; R2 =
Q2 =
.
(5)
sin ϕi+1
cos ϕi+1
0 1
Furthermore, considering that rotational maneuvers of real fish
result from asymmetrical kinematics, we incorporate a directional
bias bi into the differential equations to induce asymmetrical maneuvers. It should be noted that bi can be regarded as an on-demand
feedback signal related to the ith oscillator in swimming orientation
modulation. As a result, a modified CPG model comprising a set of
hybrid Hopf oscillators is obtained, in which the phase differences
between the oscillators can be arbitrarily chosen according to the
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. CPG network for generating fishlike swimming. (a) Topology of
the built CPG network. (b) CPGs activity during transition from forward to
backward swimming.

requirements of the locomotion control
⎧

⎪
ẋ = − ωi (yi − bi ) + xi m i − xi2 − (yi − bi )2
⎪
⎪ i
⎪
⎪
⎪
+ h 1 (xi−1 cos ϕi + (yi−1 − bi−1 ) sin ϕi )
⎨

ẏi = ωi xi + (yi − bi ) m i − xi2 − (yi − bi )2
⎪
⎪
⎪
+ h 2 (xi+1 sin ϕi+1 + (yi+1 − bi+1 ) cos ϕi+1 )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
z i = di yi

Schematic of movement for the particle in the PSO.

network, the CPGs adopt a simple adjacent coupling for relatively less
parameters. Each CPG unit individually governs an oscillating body
joint. Therefore, we can separately adjust the oscillatory amplitude of
each joint for better performance. By contrast, a constant oscillatory
amplitude often holds in the fish body wave method, which is
basically constrained by the envelope parameters c1 and c2 .
In addition, many anguilliform swimmers like lampreys are able
to perform both forward and backward swimming by altering the
propagation direction of the propulsive wave, especially when in
danger. Biologists suggest that backward swimming has a relationship
with the excitability order between anterior and posterior body parts.
However, simple reversing of the forward control law does not
apply to a carangiform fish whose large-amplitude undulation is
largely confined to the posterior third of its body. Thus, seeking an
appropriate backward swimming pattern for the carangiform robotic
fish is very difficult and demands in-depth kinematic analysis [23].
Because of the parameter ϕ in the built CPG network, we can
easily change the phase relationship between the oscillating joints for
backward swimming, making it possible to replicate the backward
swimming relatively easily. An illustrative example of the robotic
fish switching from forward to backward swimming with involved
CPGs activity is given in Fig. 1(b). At 0 < t < 3 s, the phaselag control signals are utilized to generate a backward traveling
wave for forward swimming. Then, the phase-lead control signals are
exploited to activate backward swimming after t = 3 s. During this
sudden discontinuous switch, as can be observed, the CPGs signals
are continuous and smooth. It partially demonstrates the CPG-based
control merit in realizing a smooth and effective transition between
the desired gaits.
III. O PTIMIZATION OF CPG N ETWORK VIA PSO

(6)

where xi and yi indicate the state variables of the ith oscillating
neurons. ωi and m i denote the intrinsic oscillation frequency and
amplitude. ϕi stands for the phase difference between the i − 1th
and ith oscillators. bi is the directional bias for state variable yi .
h 1 and h 2 stand for the coupling strengths. z i and di indicate
the output signal of the ith CPG and the amplification coefficient,
respectively. In this brief, bi = 0 holds since only steady swimming
is considered. Meanwhile, the same frequency parameter ωi = ω and
phase relationship parameter ϕi = ϕ are used for all oscillators.
After the CPG control model is chosen, the following task is to
determine the coupling relationship and topology of the network.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), a possible network topology illustrating
coupled connections of the CPGs is constructed, which coincides
with the propulsion configuration of the robotic fish. Within this

As is previously identified, the built CPG network has several
characteristic parameters (e.g., amplitude, frequency, and phase lag)
which are closely related to the propulsive performance. Naturally,
a better locomotion performance is expected by a combined usage of
the CPG network and effective optimization algorithms.
A. Particle Swarm Optimization
As a swarm intelligence-based algorithm, the PSO algorithm
proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 is inspired by social
behaviors like flocks of birds or schools of fish [20]. In a
D-dimensional space, there are m particles named X = (x1 , . . . , xm )
in a swarm. Each particle i is a D-dimensional vector, which
has its own position xi = (xi1 , . . . , xi D )T and velocity
vi = (v i1 , . . . , v i D )T . During the optimization process, as shown
in Fig. 2, particles store their best positions pi = ( pi1 , . . . , pi D )T
and global best position pg = ( pg1 , . . . , pg D )T , and update their
positions and velocities by
vi (t + 1) = εvi (t) + ψ1 (pi (t) − xi (t)) + ψ2 (pg (t) − xi (t))
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + vi (t + 1)

(7)
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where ψ1 and ψ2 are determined as rand(0, c1 ) and rand(0, c2 ),
respectively, and c1 and c2 are accelerative constants, which impact
the convergence speed of the PSO algorithm. ε is the inertia weight
which controls the influence of the previous velocity on the new
velocity. When ε gets a big value, the PSO has a better global search
ability. Otherwise, it has a better local search ability. Here, ε adopts
a linear decrease strategy for a better optimization [27]
(εmax − εmin ) j
(8)
n
where εmax and εmin indicate the maximum and minimum values
of ε; j and n denote the current and maximum iterations, respectively.
In the PSO, each particle can update its own position in accordance with its best position (corresponding to individual cognition)
and global best position (corresponding to social cognition). This
means that each particle has the ability to perceive both own and
swarm’s best position, and can adjust its action based on these
information. Hence, the whole swarm reveals swarm intelligence.
Since it is easy to realize, can save computational cost, and can
improve the convergence speed, the PSO is widely used in various
fields [28], [29].
To avoid the prematurity and diversity reduction of the PSO, chaos
random disturbances to the current optimal results are also employed.
Specially, several chaos random particles will be produced to test the
best global particle in every generation. If the global particle is not
the best one, the chaos particle will replace it.
ε = εmax −

Fig. 3.
Comparison of simulated and experimental forward swimming
data under different oscillation frequencies. The used parameter values are
h 1 = 1.0, h 2 = 2.0, di = 5.0, m 1 = 5.0, m 2 = 15.0, m 3 = 35.0, and
m 4 = 50.0. Notice that S and E stand for simulated data and experimental
data, respectively.
TABLE I
O PTIMIZATION R ANGE OF CPG PARAMETERS

B. Optimization of the Average Propulsive Speed
Optimization is one of the most important problems in engineering
practice. For a robotic fish, the propulsive speed is an important
performance indicator. In this brief, the maximum average propulsive
speed (u) of a four-joint robotic fish in q oscillating periods is selected
as the optimization objective. Since a set of CPG feature parameters
including amplitude, frequency, and phase lag have a crucial effect
on speed control of the robotic fish, a nonlinear optimization problem
with multiple parameters can be defined. Namely, we try to search
optimal feature parameter set {m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 , ω, ϕ} while keeping
h 1 , h 2 , and c constant for maximizing average propulsive speed.
Notice that there is an increasing tendency for oscillatory amplitude
of carangiform swimmers. The same constraint is enforced on the
robotic fish. Other parameter ranges are decided by considering
the characteristics of the robotic prototype and movements of the
biological counterpart. Consequently, the average propulsive speed
optimization problem is formulated as follows:
max ū =
Subject to

qT
1
u(t)dt.
qT 0

⎧
⎪
⎨ωmin ≤ ω ≤ ωmax
m min ≤ m 1 < m 2 < m 3 < m 4 ≤ m max
⎪
⎩
ϕmin ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕmax .

(9)

(10)

IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In order to evaluate the proposed optimization scheme, dynamic
simulations are conducted using MATLAB while aquatic selfpropelled tests are made in indoor swimming pool. After achieving
good agreement between the model’s prediction and the observed
data, we perform the PSO-based CPG network optimization for both
forward and backward swimming. In particular, all aquatic tests are
conducted on a fully untethered, four-joint subcarangiform robotic
fish whose dimension is 49.5 cm long, 5 cm wide, and 8 cm high.

Each joint is actuated by a commercial-off-the-shelf servo,
Hitec HS7940TH. The electronics is powered by a 7.4 V rechargeable
lithium polymer battery pack. The whole robot weighs ∼1.29 kg.
The swimming performance of the robotic fish is evaluated by an
additional vision measuring system. During testing, unless otherwise
specified, the data points in subsequent figures were the averages of
five runs.
A. Numerical Simulation and Experimental Results
First, we compared the model’s prediction and the measured
swimming data to verify the effectiveness of the built dynamic
model. During experiments, different frequencies (ω) were varied
over a large range of ϕi ∈ [60◦ , 90◦ ] with an increment of 10°.
As can be observed from Fig. 3, the measured speed values are in
good agreement with those obtained from the dynamic simulations.
More careful inspection indicates that the experimental values are
not continuous when ω > 30 under the condition of ϕi = 60°. The
main reason for this discontinuity is that the adopted servos may lose
its performance and fail to track the desired amplitudes in the case
of high-frequency, large-amplitude oscillations. But in the dynamic
model, these realistic limiting factors are omitted, followed by an
increasing trend between the propulsive speed and the frequency. The
built dynamic model can thereby be viewed as authoritative under
normal conditions.
Next, using the built dynamic model as an evaluation platform, we
set out to maximize the forward swimming speed governed by the
PSO-based CPG network. With a full consideration of the characteristics of fishlike swimming and the limiting factors of the robotic
prototype, the range of CPG parameters is tabulated in Table I. As for
the adopted PSO algorithm, the number of particle in the swarm
is 20 and the iteration times are 100. The accelerative constants
c1 and c2 are both 2.0. To avoid the prematurity and diversity
reduction of the PSO, five random disturbances are added to the
current optimal results. With the optimized CPG parameter set listed
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TABLE II
O PTIMIZED PARAMETERS OF THE CPGs

Fig. 5.

Snapshot sequence of a forward swimming test.

Fig. 6. Output signals of the CPG model for backward swimming with
ϕ = −75°.
Fig. 4. Simulation results of speed optimization on forward swimming.
(a) Obtained maximum speed in simulation. (b) Output signals of the
CPG model in simulation.

in Table II, the robotic fish reaches a maximum forward swimming
speed of 0.587 m/s. The speed profile and the applied CPG signals are
plotted in Fig. 4. Notice that the optimization results show three steps.
This is because the global best position represents the maximum
speed. In each iteration, the maximum speed will be changed if
the new global best position is better than the present one, or else
the maximum speed remains the same. Afterward, the optimized
parameter set was applied to the robotic prototype. Remarkably, the
robot achieved a top speed of 0.57 m/s, corresponding to 1.15 BL/s.
A snapshot sequence of forward swimming test is also shown
in Fig. 5. We remark that a visual marker which is positioned near
the actual mass center of the robot was added to the head during
swimming tests, allowing relatively accurate measurement.
In addition, we examined the possibility of backward swimming on
the same robotic platform. For the sake of comparison, we first maintained the optimized amplitudes from the forward swimming speed
optimization, while directly optimizing the oscillation frequency.
In particular, the phase parameter ϕ was selected as −75° instead
of −60° for more smooth and stable backward swimming [30] (Fig. 6). As expected, the robotic fish successfully
performed backward swimming with ϕ = −75°. Afterward, we
tested two different amplitudes (Amp1 and Amp2 via modulating di )
and phase relations (−75° and −90°). As shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
a maximum backward swimming speed of 0.25 m/s (corresponding
to 0.51 BL/s, less than one half of the maximum forward swimming
speed) was achieved at ω = 36, not at ω = 40. This phenomenon
may be due to insufficient servo torque output offered at higher
frequencies.

Fig. 7. Comparison of simulated and experimental backward swimming
data under different oscillation frequencies, where Amp1 = {m 1 = 13.70,
m 2 = 19.08, m 3 = 33.50, m 4 = 49.39, and di = 5.0} and
Amp2 = {m 1 = 13.70, m 2 = 19.08, m 3 = 33.50, m 4 = 49.39, and
di = 3.0}.

B. Discussion
Biological CPG network serves as an effective paradigm for the
robotic locomotion, especially for the rhythmic patterns. As for the
robotic fish, the quality of the adopted CPG network has a significant
effect on its locomotion performance. Therefore, it is extremely
essential to optimize the CPG network. Based on the fish body
wave method, a lot of studies were done for the optimization of
CPG network for the robotic fish [15], [16]. Maybe, it is much
more efficient to adopt the direct optimization approach. After all, the
robotic fish is distinguished from real fish in structure and function.
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seek the optimal parameters to maximize the average propulsive
speed. Simulation and experimental results on the speed optimization
are given to show the effectiveness of the employed optimization
schemes. In particular, the optimized results highlight the capability
of the robotic fish to perform fast forward and backward swimming,
affording some valuable insight into the applications of the robotic
fish for a specific underwater task.
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Fig. 8.

Snapshot sequence of a backward swimming test.
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